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Abstract: This paper analyzes the rise of artificial intelligence (AI) painting technology and its profound impact on the traditional art field. Firstly, the paper describes the technical foundation of AI painting, including how to transform text descriptions into visual images through deep learning models. Then, the paper focuses on stable diffusion, an open source tool that has attracted much attention in the field of AI painting, and discusses its application potential in artistic creation as well as the possible copyright and ethical issues. Then, the paper further discusses the challenges of AI painting in artistic creation, such as the protection of originality, the maintenance of artistic value, and ethical considerations. Finally, the paper puts forward a series of governance suggestions aimed at balancing the innovation potential of AI painting with the traditional values of the art world, while emphasizing the possibility of cooperation between human artists and AI in artistic creation, and how this cooperation can jointly promote the future development of the art field.
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1. Introduction
In this era of rapid digital development, artificial intelligence has penetrated into every aspect of our lives, and AI painting, as a product of the combination of art and technology, is leading the revolution of artistic creation with its unique charm and potential. AI painting not only challenges the traditional way of artistic creation, but also redefines the interaction between human and machine in creative expression. This paper will deeply study the basic technical principles of AI painting, analyze its opportunities and challenges in artistic creation, and how it competes and cooperates with human artists. We will start from the core technology of AI painting--deep learning models and explore how they transform text descriptions into visual images. Then, we will analyze the application of open-source models such as stable diffusion in artistic creation and the social impact it brings. At the same time, this paper will also discuss the controversies of AI painting from the perspectives of copyright, artistry, ethics and morality, and put forward corresponding governance strategies. Finally, we will look forward to how AI painting and human artists can jointly promote the innovation and development of art in the future, and the profound impact that this process may bring.

2. Fundamental Principles of AI Painting
The underlying principle of AI painting is a complex process that integrates technologies from multiple fields, such as natural language processing, computer vision [1], and deep learning. The core of this process is to transform human language descriptions into visual images that machines can understand. Specifically, the process can be divided into the following steps (as shown in Figure 1).
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Figure 1. CLIP Zero-Shot Prediction

**Text Encoder:** First, AI painting systems use text encoder [2], such as CLIP [3] (Contrastive Language-Image Pre-training), to convert user-provided keywords or descriptions into image
feature vectors. The CLIP model learns to match text with image content through training on a large number of image and text data, so as to understand the semantic information in the description.

**Diffusion Model**: Next, the system will use the Diffusion Model [4] to generate the image. The diffusion model is a generative model that gradually adds noise to the image and then gradually removes this noise, finally restoring a clear image. This process simulates the natural evolution of the image from disorder to order, so that the generated image gradually emerges from the noise.

**Image Denoising**: Based on the diffusion model, image encoder [5] (such as U-Net) are responsible for identifying and predicting noisy images [6], and gradually reducing noise by superimposing and subtracting from the original noisy image to generate clearer and clearer images. This process involves multiple iterations, and each iteration adjusts the feature vector according to the model's learning to more accurately restore the image.

**Training and Optimization**: In order to improve the quality of generated images, AI painting systems need a lot of training. This usually involves adversarial training [7], where two models, a generator and a discriminator [8], compete with each other. The generator attempts to create photorealistic images, while the discriminator attempts to distinguish between real images and generated images. Through this training, the generator improves and eventually produces high-quality artwork. The entire AI painting process is a highly automated creative process, which not only demonstrates the potential of artificial intelligence in artistic creation, but also provides new tools and inspiration sources for artists. In this way, AI painting is gradually changing our understanding of artistic creation and promoting the integration of art and technology.

### 3. Stable Diffusion: A Painting Model for a Large-scale Painting

#### 3.1 Basic concepts of Stable Diffusion

Stable Diffusion is a deep learning model that can generate images based on user-input language descriptions, and it is also the most popular open-source model in the field of AI painting.

The characteristic of Stable Diffusion is that it does not spread in the image space, but in a low-dimensional latent space. This can improve computational efficiency and generation quality. It uses a technique called variational auto encoder [9] to achieve the conversion between the image and the latent space. Stable Diffusion can not only perform text-to-image and image-to-image generation tasks, but also achieve image editing, enhancement and magnification, etc. which is widely used in the field of art design.

#### 3.2 Advantages of Stable Diffusion

Compared with AI painting software such as Midjourney, Stable Diffusion is completely open source, which makes it obtain a lot of plug-ins and a good community ecology. This makes the project become one of the popular models in the field of AI painting (as shown in Figure 2).
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And open source can bring the following advantages:

- It can run locally without the need for network connection or registration account, protecting users' privacy and data security.
- It can generate high-quality, high-resolution, diverse images, including natural landscapes, people, works of art, etc.
- The style, details, shape, etc. of the generated image can be adjusted according to the user's input, providing more powerful controllability. You can train your own models to achieve personalized and innovative image generation.

#### 3.3 Problems with Stable Diffusion

While there are advantages to being open source, Stable Diffusion's open source has also led to many problems. When Stable Diffusion is fully offline and deployed locally, the generation process is completely unregulated, which means that
users can use the model to generate a large amount of illegal content. The establishment of open-source communities has promoted the pace of diverse model training, but this may lead to the infringement of the intellectual property rights of a large number of artists. Because Stable Diffusion allows users to train the model, which makes the model completely uncontrolled, some criminals use personally trained models to generate false and harmful content, seriously endangering the network environment.

4. The Impact of AI Painting on Society

4.1 The Challenge of AI Painting

AI painting also faces challenges in the following aspects:

(1) Infringement of copyright and originality of paintings. AI painting usually needs to use a large number of existing paintings as data and reference, which may involve problems of copyright and originality. If AI painting is not authorized or indicates the source, it may constitute infringement and plagiarism of the original author, damaging the legitimate rights and interests of the original author and the creative motivation. At the same time, AI painting may also lead to the homogenization and flooding of paintings, reducing the originality and uniqueness of paintings.

(2) Damage the artistic and humanistic quality of painting. Although AI painting can simulate and generate various painting works, it lacks human emotion and rationality, cannot truly understand and express the connotation and meaning of painting, and cannot reflect and respond to the social and cultural background of painting. Therefore, AI painting may damage the artistic and humanistic quality of painting.

(3) The aesthetic and value judgment of painting affects the inheritance and development of painting.

(4) Threatening the safety and ethics of painting. AI painting may be abused or misused, producing some bad painting works, such as works containing violence, eroticism, discrimination and other content, which may pose a threat to the safety and ethics of painting, cause social dissatisfaction and boycott, and even cause legal disputes and sanctions. In addition, AI painting may also affect human autonomy and creativity, making humans overly dependent on or addicted to AI painting, and lose the subjectivity and creativity of painting.

4.2 Governance of AI painting

In order to deal with the challenges and risks of AI painting, we need to effectively govern AI painting from the following aspects:

(1) Establish specifications and standards for AI painting. We need to formulate and improve relevant specifications and standards for AI painting, clarify the definition, scope, requirements and responsibilities of AI painting, regulate the data source, algorithm design, work generation, copyright ownership and other aspects of AI painting, and ensure the legality, compliance and rationality of AI painting.

(2) Strengthen the supervision and review of AI painting. We need to establish and strengthen the supervision and review mechanism of AI painting, effectively supervise and manage the development and use of AI painting, prevent the abuse and misuse of AI painting, timely find and deal with the problems and risks of AI painting, and ensure the safety and ethics of AI painting.

(3) Promote the innovation and development of AI painting. We need to encourage and support the innovation and development of AI painting, improve the technical and artistic level of AI painting, expand the application fields and scenarios of AI painting, enrich the content and form of AI painting, improve the creativity and imagination of AI painting, and enhance the artistic and humanistic quality of AI painting.

5. Game and Cooperation between AI Painting and Humans

5.1 Use AI Painting to Quickly Assist in Drawing

The current mainstream AI painting software is based on Leap Motion's Midjourney software and Stability AI's Stable Diffusion. Since Stable Diffusion is open source, there is more free space for use. Here is a brief introduction to Stable Diffusion Comfy UI. First of all, the UI interface is mainly composed of Load Checkpoint, CLIP Text Encode, KSampler and Save Image (seen in Figure 3).
The use process is to select the appropriate model first, enter the relevant description of the picture in the CLIP Text Encode, and then adjust the relevant parameters of KSampler. Generally, 512×512 size is selected for the first generation, and the picture can be viewed in the Save Image after the generation. The subsequent parameters can also be adjusted according to the effect, and the advantages of AI batch generation can be used to quickly generate a large number of images, so as to help users obtain the desired images.

5.2 In the Face of AI Frenzy, How to Identify AI Paintings
At present, there are two ways to identify AI paintings. The first is the technical level, which can provide clues for identification by comparing the similarities and differences between AI painting and human hand painting, and by detecting and analyzing data. For example, abnormalities or errors of AI painting can be found by observing the lines, colors, details, logic and other aspects of the painting, such as twisted fingers, hair circles, and chaotic backgrounds. The data of the painting can also be analyzed by using special software or algorithms, such as reverse engineering of GAN [10] (generative adversarial network) to restore the input and output of AI painting, so as to judge its authenticity.

The second is the limitation level, which requires AI painting to add identification code and AI label when generating works, so as to facilitate differentiation and traceability. For example, watermark, two-dimensional code, digital signature and other information can be added to the works of AI painting, indicating their source, author, time and other information, so as to ensure their legality, compliance and rationality. The technology, data, algorithm and other information used can also be indicated on the works of AI painting, so as to improve their transparency, interpretability and credibility.

The above is the current identification methods of AI painting, but with the development and progress of AI technology, these methods may become less effective or less accurate. Therefore, the future identification ideas need to be more innovative and flexible, from the following aspects:

First, it is multi-dimensional. It should be distinguished not only from the technical level, but also from the artistic level, ethical level, legal level and other angles, and the influence and value of AI painting should be considered comprehensively, rather than the simple judgment of true and false.

The second is dynamic. The definition and scope of AI painting should not be solidified or simplified but should be updated and adjusted with the development and change of AI painting to adapt to different situations and needs.

Third, cooperation. Instead of isolating or identifying the site, we should establish and strengthen the supervision and review mechanism of AI painting, and let the developers, users, identifiers and audiences of AI painting participate and cooperate to form effective communication and feedback, so as to ensure the safety and ethics of AI painting.

5.3 Game and Cooperation
The dynamic interplay between AI painting and human artists embodies a multifaceted relationship that is akin to both a game and a partnership. This relationship is characterized by a continuous exchange where each party—humans and AI—engages in strategic moves to safeguard their respective interests while simultaneously working together towards mutual benefits.

In the context of a game, AI painting and human artists are in a constant state of competition and adaptation. As AI painting technology advances, it challenges human
artists to innovate and refine their craft, pushing the boundaries of traditional art forms. Artists must navigate the landscape of this new technology, finding ways to integrate it into their work without losing the essence of their personal artistry. On the other hand, AI systems must evolve to meet the ever-changing demands and expectations of the art world, learning from human creativity to produce more sophisticated and emotionally resonant works.

Cooperation, on the other hand, is the collaborative aspect of this relationship. It is through partnership that the true potential of AI painting can be realized. Human artists bring their unique perspectives, emotions, and cultural understanding to the table, while AI provides a new medium for expression and the capability to process and generate ideas at speeds unattainable by humans. Together, they can explore new realms of artistic expression, blending the best of both worlds to create works that neither could achieve alone. This cooperative endeavor is not only interesting and beneficial but also deeply meaningful. It represents a fusion of centuries-old artistic traditions with the cutting-edge advancements of modern technology. The synergy between AI and human creativity can lead to a renaissance in the arts, where new styles and movements are born from the union of human sensibility and machine intelligence. Moreover, this partnership is a testament to the potential for technology to augment human capabilities rather than replace them. It highlights the importance of maintaining a balance between technological progress and the preservation of our human touch in art. As AI painting continues to develop, it will be crucial to foster an environment where both humans and AI can thrive, each contributing their unique strengths to the creative process.

In conclusion, the game and cooperation between AI painting and human beings is not just a theoretical concept; it is a practical approach to navigating the future of art. It is an artistic possibility that is already being realized and a future prospect that holds immense promise. As we continue to explore this relationship, we will undoubtedly witness a transformation in the way we create, appreciate, and understand art, with AI painting playing a pivotal role in shaping the artistic landscape of the future.

6. Conclusions

In the comprehensive analysis presented in this paper, we have delved into the multifaceted aspects of AI painting, exploring its foundational principles, the implications of open-source models, its societal impacts, and the complex competition and cooperation between artificial intelligence and human artists. The discourse has highlighted AI painting as a transformative force in the realm of art and design, harnessing the power of deep learning to convert textual descriptions into visually compelling images with remarkable efficiency and quality.

The capabilities of AI painting extend beyond mere novelty; they represent a new frontier in creative expression. With its high degree of freedom and innovation, AI painting stands poised to revolutionize the way we engage with and perceive art. It offers artists new avenues for exploration and invites a reexamination of traditional artistic boundaries. The potential for AI to assist in the creative process is vast, enabling designers to rapidly prototype and refine their visions, and to produce works that were previously unimaginable.

However, with these opportunities come significant challenges. The paper has underscored the need to address issues such as copyright infringement and the preservation of artistic integrity in the face of AI-generated art. The ethical considerations are paramount, as AI painting has the potential to disrupt the delicate balance between creator and creation. To navigate these challenges, the establishment of robust governance mechanisms is essential. Standardization, oversight, and a commitment to innovation and cooperation will be crucial in ensuring that AI painting develops within a framework that respects legal and ethical norms.

The relationship between AI and human artists is not a static one; it is an evolving ecosystem where both parties must adapt and grow. The dynamic interplay of game and cooperation is not only necessary for achieving a harmonious balance but also for driving the field forward. Human wisdom and rationality must guide the development of AI, ensuring that it serves as a tool that enhances rather than diminishes the human artistic experience. In turn, AI's capabilities and responsibilities must be harnessed to contribute positively to the artistic...
As we look to the future, AI painting represents both a tangible artistic medium and a beacon of potential. It is a testament to the enduring human spirit of innovation and the boundless possibilities that emerge when we embrace and integrate new technologies. The fusion of human creativity with AI's analytical prowess holds the promise of a new dawn in the arts, one that is rich with uncharted possibilities and endless creative horizons. The journey of AI painting is only just beginning, and as we continue to explore its potential, we will undoubtedly witness a renaissance in artistic expression that transcends the boundaries of our current understanding.
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